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Release the Stars Ladylit Publishing Can love be measured in percentages?
After her girlfriend leaves her for a man, broken-hearted novelist Charlie
Cross moves from New York to Los Angeles to work on a TV show based on
her books. Charlie vows to never date any woman who isn't a hundred
percent certain of being a lesbian. When Charlie is seduced by gorgeous
bisexual cooking show host Ava Castaneda, whom she's had a celebrity
crush on for ages, she's forced to review her belief in percentages...
because true love could very well be on the line. Release the Stars is a
contemporary lesbian romance novel set in the glitzy world of Hollywood.
What reviewers are saying about RELEASE THE STARS: ★★★★★ "I loved this
precious romance and eagerly await Ms. Bliss' next book." - Curve
Magazine ★★★★★ "The writing is just as hot as you'd expect from Ms.
Bliss." - The Lesbian Review What readers are saying about RELEASE THE
STARS: ★★★★★ "The LA lesbian romance I never knew I needed." ★★★★★
"The characters are complex and the romance is sweet." ★★★★★ "It was so
good, I read it straight through." ★★★★★ "Charlie is one of Harper's most
realistic characters, ﬂawed and thoroughly likeable." An Infatuation Lise
Cabot has it all. A successful realtor in Aspen, Lise is married to her high
school sweetheart and is the mother of two great kids, Michael and
Candace. To her two closest friends, Kitty and Cheryl, Lise's life appears
ideal, until her husband Scott is passed over for the partnership in the
architectural ﬁrm where he works. At the party to welcome her husband's
new boss, a woman she's determined to despise, Lise meets Juliana
Rhodes. The attraction is immediate and unsettling for Lise, sending her
perfectly balanced life into a tailspin. Malice Malice A princess isn't
supposed to fall for an evil sorceress. But in this "bewitching and
fascinating" (Tamora Pierce) retelling of "Sleeping Beauty," true love is
more than a simple fairy tale. "Walter's spellbinding debut is for all the
queer girls and women who've been told to keep their gifts hidden and for
those yearning to defy gravity."--O: The Oprah Magazine Once upon a time,
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there was a wicked fairy who, in an act of vengeance, cursed a line of
princesses to die. A curse that could only be broken by true love's kiss.
You've heard this before, haven't you? The handsome prince. The happily
ever after. Utter nonsense. Let me tell you, no one in Briar actually cares
about what happens to its princesses. Not the way they care about their
jewels and elaborate parties and charm-granting elixirs. I thought I didn't
care, either. Until I met her. Princess Aurora. The last heir to Briar's throne.
Kind. Gracious. The future queen her realm needs. One who isn't bothered
that I am Alyce, the Dark Grace, abhorred and feared for the mysterious
dark magic that runs in my veins. Humiliated and shamed by the same
nobles who pay me to bottle hexes and then brand me a monster. Aurora
says I should be proud of my gifts. That she . . . cares for me. Even though
a power like mine was responsible for her curse. But with less than a year
until that curse will kill her, any future I might see with Aurora is swiftly
disintegrating--and she can't stand to kiss yet another insipid prince. I
want to help her. If my power began her curse, perhaps it's what can lift it.
Perhaps together we could forge a new world. Nonsense again. Because we
all know how this story ends, don't we? Aurora is the beautiful princess.
And I-- I am the villain. Book One of the Malice Duology Eat, Pray, Love One
Woman's Search for Everything A&C Black The Number One international
bestseller, Eat, Pray Love is a journey around the world, a quest for
spiritual enlightenment and a story for anyone who has battled with
divorce, depression and heartbreak. Misrule Book Two of the Malice
Duology Random House Did they break the curse or begin one? Sleeping
Beauty's dark sorceress reclaims her story in this sequel to Malice.
_______________________________________________ The Dark Grace is dead. Feared
and despised for the sinister power in her veins, Alyce has spent 100 years
wreaking her revenge on the kingdom that made her an outcast. Once a
realm of decadence and beauty, Briar is now wholly Alyce's wicked domain.
No one escapes the consequences of her wrath. Not even the one person
who holds her heart. Princess Aurora saw through Alyce's thorny facade,
earning a love that promised the dawn of a new age. But that love came
with a heavy price: Aurora now sleeps under a curse that even Alyce's vast
power cannot seem to break, and their dream of the world they would have
built together is nothing but ash. Alyce vows to do anything to wake the
woman she loves, even if it means descending into the monster Briar
believed her to be. But could Aurora ever love the villain Alyce has
become? Or is true love only for fairy tales? The Lady's Guide to Celestial
Mechanics HarperCollins As Lucy Muchelney watches her ex-lover’s sham of
a wedding, she wishes herself anywhere else. It isn’t until she ﬁnds a letter
from the Countess of Moth, looking for someone to translate a
groundbreaking French astronomy text, that she knows where to go.
Showing up at the Countess’ London home, she hoped to ﬁnd a challenge,
not a woman who takes her breath away. Catherine St Day looks forward to
a quiet widowhood once her late husband’s scientiﬁc legacy is fulﬁlled. She
expected to hand oﬀ the translation and wash her hands of the
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project—instead, she is intrigued by the young woman who turns up at her
door, begging to be allowed to do the work, and she agrees to let Lucy
stay. But as Catherine ﬁnds herself longing for Lucy, everything she
believes about herself and her life is tested. While Lucy spends her days
interpreting the complicated French text, she spends her nights falling in
love with the alluring Catherine. But sabotage and old wounds threaten to
sever the threads that bind them. Can Lucy and Catherine ﬁnd the strength
to stay together or are they doomed to be star-crossed lovers? Two to
Tangle Bold Strokes Books Inc Finding forever is simply too hard. As a
renowned chef, Gabriella Russo knows how to season a good dish. It’s her
personal life that’s been too spicy for her liking. Ready to take a break
from the roller coaster of romance, Gabriella’s moved to Oregon to open
Tangled, a restaurant on the grounds of Tangle Valley Vineyard. A good
glass of wine and space to create is all she requires. Ryan Jacks brings all
the girls to the yard, or so it should say on her business card. She’s a
skilled carpenter who’s been told more than once that she’s good with her
hands. When Ryan takes a job building a new restaurant, her world comes
to a halt. The sassy chef is sexy, insightful, and comes with the kind of
smart mouth that has Ryan rethinking just about everything. But with
Gabriella oﬀ the menu, what’s Ryan supposed to do? Female Masculinity
Duke University Press Masculinity without men. In Female Masculinity Judith
Halberstam takes aim at the protected status of male masculinity and
shows that female masculinity has oﬀered a distinct alternative to it for
well over two hundred years. Providing the ﬁrst full-length study on this
subject, Halberstam catalogs the diversity of gender expressions among
masculine women from nineteenth-century pre-lesbian practices to
contemporary drag king performances. Through detailed textual readings
as well as empirical research, Halberstam uncovers a hidden history of
female masculinities while arguing for a more nuanced understanding of
gender categories that would incorporate rather than pathologize them.
She rereads Anne Lister's diaries and Radclyﬀe Hall's The Well of
Loneliness as foundational assertions of female masculine identity. She
considers the enigma of the stone butch and the politics surrounding
butch/femme roles within lesbian communities. She also explores issues of
transsexuality among "transgender dykes"--lesbians who pass as men--and
female-to-male transsexuals who may ﬁnd the label of "lesbian" a
temporary refuge. Halberstam also tackles such topics as women and
boxing, butches in Hollywood and independent cinema, and the
phenomenon of male impersonators. Female Masculinity signals a new
understanding of masculine behaviors and identities, and a new direction
in interdisciplinary queer scholarship. Illustrated with nearly forty
photographs, including portraits, ﬁlm stills, and drag king performance
shots, this book provides an extensive record of the wide range of female
masculinities. And as Halberstam clearly demonstrates, female masculinity
is not some bad imitation of virility, but a lively and dramatic staging of
hybrid and minority genders. Can't Resist Her Montlake Romance Two very
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determined women--in love, at odds, and risking a lot on a second chance.
After years away from home, Summer Graves is back in Austin, Texas, to
accept a new teaching position. Of all the changes to the old neighborhood,
the most dispiriting one is the slated demolition of the high school her
grandmother founded. There's no way she can let developers destroy her
memories and her family legacy. But the challenge stirs memories of
another kind. On the architectural team revitalizing the neighborhood,
hometown girl Aiko Holt is all about progress. Then she sees Summer
again. Some things never change. Neither can forget the kiss they shared
at their senior-year dance. Neither can back down from her unwavering
beliefs about what's right for the neighborhood. For now, the only thing
Summer and Aiko are willing to give in to is a heat that still burns. But can
two women with so much passion--for what once was and what could be-agree to disagree long enough to fall in love? Stone Butch Blues
ReadHowYouWant.com Published in 1993, this brave, original novel is
considered to be the ﬁnest account ever written of the complexities of a
transgendered existence. Woman or man? Thats the question that rages
like a storm around Jess Goldberg, clouding her life and her identity.
Growing up diﬀerently gendered in a blue--collar town in the 1950s, coming
out as a butch in the bars and factories of the prefeminist 60s, deciding to
pass as a man in order to survive when she is left without work or a
community in the early 70s. This powerful, provocative and deeply moving
novel sees Jess coming full circle, she learns to accept the complexities of
being a transgendered person in a world demanding simple explanations: a
he-she emerging whole, weathering the turbulence. Paper Love Susanne
Wolﬀ isn't thrilled when she's sent to save her uncle's stationery store.
Paper Employee Anja instantly dislikes the digital-loving snob who's her
ﬁll-in boss. Thanks to a meddling cat and an armada of origami boats,
Susanne discovers how sexy pens, notebooks, and certain stubborn
employees can be in this sweet lesbian romance. Queers in History The
Comprehensive Encyclopedia of Historical Gays, Lesbians and Bisexuals
Everybody loves secrets. We're all fascinated by celebrities, the rich, the
powerful, and the famous. When scandals break out we want to read all
about it. And the surest way to get anyone's attention is to start talking
about sex. Now there's a book that has all this and much more, with over
900 amazing stories about prominent people from ancient Egypt to today
who, in their personal lives, all had one thing in common. They were all
gay, lesbian, or bisexual. Movie stars, musicians, kings, queens, soldiers,
athletes, scientists, and even religious leaders from all over the world. The
book is called Queers in History. It's a funny title and deﬁnitely a fun read.
But there's also tons of serious useful information revealing a secret side
of these famous personalities. Queers in History reveals the compelling
stories about some of your favorite folks that are usually left out of their
oﬃcial biographies. Did you know that, for instance: * Joan Crawford and
Marilyn Monroe had a one-night-stand? * Leonardo da Vinci was imprisoned
twice for same-sex aﬀairs? * Leonard Bernstein had an aﬀair with an Israeli
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soldier? * The lesbian wife of a gay actor accused Howard Hughes of having
an aﬀair with her husband shortly before his mysterious murder? * The
founder of Shinto Buddhism also founded a tradition of male-male love in
Japan? * Angelina Jolie wanted to marry her "Firefox" co-star Jenny
Shimizu? * The wife of one US president moved her girlfriend into the
White House, and another US President shared his White House bed with
the male chief of his security detail? * An heroic soldier in the US
Revolution was actually a woman in disguise, who "married" another
woman after her service in the Continental Army? * And in 1886, when US
oﬃcials asked an Indian tribe to send "their best woman" to visit
Washington, DC, the tribe chose instead to send a man in a dress?These
are just a few of the historical facts you'll learn from Queers in History. It
took 17 years to gather the information that ﬁlls over 500 pages in this
trade paperback. One of the most amazing facts is that Queers in History is
only $13.67 if you pre-order on Amazon.com . That's a lot less than a penny
per fact, all from reliable sources.But Queers in History is much more than
a collection of facts. Each person's life is presented as an entertaining
short story, showing how their sexuality aﬀected their lives and their work.
And though it's about gay people, it's something everybody will be
interested in, especially straight people who may not know as much as
they think they do about some of their favorite celebrities. The previous
edition got rave reviews in USA Today, Wired magazine, The Village Voice,
and many others.Put this book on your coﬀee table before your next party
and a few minutes later it will be the main topic of conversation. Just don't
put it in the bathroom because the ﬁrst person in there may lock the door
and not come out until they've ﬁnished reading it. My name's Keith Stern, I
wrote Queers in History, and I've produced some of the most popular
biographical websites on the Internet. Sir Ian McKellen, better known as
Gandalf and Magneto in the movies, has contributed an inspirational
foreword to the book. Visit www.queersinhistory.com for more information.
Right-wing Women The Politics of Domesticated Females Feministische
studie. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings Random House Here is a book as
joyous and painful, as mysterious and memorable, as childhood itself. I
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings captures the longing of lonely children, the
brute insult of bigotry, and the wonder of words that can make the world
right. Maya Angelou’s debut memoir is a modern American classic beloved
worldwide. Sent by their mother to live with their devout, self-suﬃcient
grandmother in a small Southern town, Maya and her brother, Bailey,
endure the ache of abandonment and the prejudice of the local
“powhitetrash.” At eight years old and back at her mother’s side in St.
Louis, Maya is attacked by a man many times her age—and has to live with
the consequences for a lifetime. Years later, in San Francisco, Maya learns
that love for herself, the kindness of others, her own strong spirit, and the
ideas of great authors (“I met and fell in love with William Shakespeare”)
will allow her to be free instead of imprisoned. Poetic and powerful, I Know
Why the Caged Bird Sings will touch hearts and change minds for as long
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as people read. “I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings liberates the reader into
life simply because Maya Angelou confronts her own life with such a
moving wonder, such a luminous dignity.”—James Baldwin From the
Paperback edition. The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies MDPI In
this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines
present their analyses of Disney movies and Disney music, which are
mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has
heightened the need for academics to question whether Disney’s ﬁlms and
music function as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views of those
less empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney Company
handles the role of race, gender, and sexuality in social structural
inequality merits serious reﬂection according to a number of the articles in
the volume. On the other hand, other authors argue that Disney
productions can help individuals cope with diﬃcult situations or embrace
progressive thinking. The diﬀerent approaches to the assessment of
Disney ﬁlms as cultural artifacts also vary according to the theoretical
perspectives guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic
meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15 articles encourage readers to
engage with the material, showcasing a variety of views about the good,
the bad, and the best way forward. Les Guerilleres University of Illinois Press
One of the most widely read feminist texts of the twentieth century, and
Monique Wittig’s most popular novel, Les Guérillères imagines the attack
on the language and bodies of men by a tribe of warrior women. Among the
women’s most powerful weapons in their assault is laughter, but they also
threaten literary and linguistic customs of the patriarchal order with
bullets. In this breathtakingly rapid novel ﬁrst published in 1969, Wittig
animates a lesbian society that invites all women to join their ﬁght, their
circle, and their community. A path-breaking novel about creating and
sustaining freedom, the book derives much of its energy from its vaunting
of the female body as a resource for literary invention. Gyn/Ecology The
Metaethics of Radical Feminism Beacon Press This revised edition includes a
New Intergalactic Introduction by the Author. Mary Daly's New
Intergalactic Introduction explores her process as a Crafty Pirate on the
Journey of Writing Gyn/Ecology and reveals the autobiographical context of
this "Thunderbolt of Rage" that she ﬁrst hurled against the patriarchs in
1979 and no hurls again in the Re-Surging Movement of Radical Feminism
in the Be-Dazzling Nineties. Dreams Are Reality Reprogram Your
Subconscious And Obtain Your Dreams BalboaPress Dreams Are Reality is a
riveting story about a woman’s journey through her subconscious in order
to reprogram negative beliefs that emanated in early childhood. Watch
Vanaja unravel the secrets of the universe as she explores the psyche at
both a subconscious and conscious level in real time! The secret is
revealed with eﬀective neuroscience and spiritual techniques so any
person can achieve inner peace and any dream he desires. Dreams Are
Reality awakens people to the wonderful transformations occurring in 2012
which will bring our planet back to its utopian roots. Financial
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independence, health reform, and a new educational paradigm will be the
new way of life. Dreams Are Reality is a page turner that has the audience
clamoring for more. For the ﬁrst time in the history of mankind, the truth is
uncovered right in front of your eyes! The Faggots and Their Friends
Between Revolutions 40th anniversary reprinting of a beloved fablemanifesto from the 1970s queer counterculture. Hush, Hush Simon and
Schuster High school sophomore Nora has always been very cautious in her
relationships, but when Patch, who has a dark side she can sense, enrolls
at her school, she is mysteriously and strongly drawn to him, despite
warnings from her best friend, the school counselor, and her own instincts.
Nevada Pan Macmillan Maria, a trans woman in her thirties, is going
nowhere. She spends her aimless days working in a New York bookstore,
trying to remain true to a punk ethos while drinking herself into a stupor
and having a variety of listless and confusing sexual encounters. After her
girlfriend cheats on her, Maria steals her car and heads for the Paciﬁc,
embarking on her version of the Great American Road Trip. Along the way
she stops in Reno, Nevada, and meets James, a young man who works in
the local Wal-Mart. Maria recognizes elements of her younger self in James
and the pair quickly form an unlikely but powerful connection, one that will
have big implications for them both. Nevada is a hilarious, groundbreaking
cult classic from Imogen Binnie that inspired a whole literary movement,
and is now published in the UK for the very ﬁrst time. Part of the Picador
Collection, a new series showcasing the best of modern literature. How The
Wallﬂower Was Won (Last Chance Scoundrels, Book 2) HarperCollins UK
Never gamble on your heart’s desire Red Sparrow Simon and Schuster SOON
TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE starring Jennifer Lawrence, Joel Edgerton
and Jeremy Irons. Dominika Egorov, former prima ballerina, is sucked into
the heart of Putin's Russia, the country she loved, as the twists and turns
of a betrayal and counter-betrayal unravel. American Nate Nash, idealistic
and ambitious, handles the double agent, codenamed MARBLE, considered
one of CIA's biggest assets. He needs to keep his identity secret for as long
as the mole can keep supplying golden information. Will Dominika be able
to unmask MARBLE, or will the mission see her faith destroyed in the
country she has always passionately defended? 'A great and dangerous
spy-game is being played today between Russian intelligence and the CIA.
Very few people know about it, including many of our politicians in
Washington. But Jason Matthews does, and his thrilling Red Sparrow takes
us deep inside this treacherous world. He's an insider's insider. He knows
the secrets. And he is also a masterful story-teller. I loved this book and
could not put it down. Neither will you' Vince Flynn 'Not since the good old
days of the Cold War has a classic spy thriller like Red Sparrow come along.
Jason Matthews is not making it up; he has lived this life and this story,
and it shows on every page. High-level espionage, pulse-pounding danger,
sex, double agents and double crosses. What more can any reader want?'
Nelson DeMille The Way of the Superior Man A Spiritual Guide to Mastering
the Challenges of Women, Work, and Sexual Desire: Easy Read Comfort
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Edition ReadHowYouWant.com What is your true purpose in life? What do
women really want? What makes a good lover? If you're a man reading this,
you've undoubtedly asked yourself these questionsbut you may not have
had much luck answering them. Until now. In The Way of the Superior Man
David Deida explores the most important issues in men's livesfrom career
and family to women and intimacy to love and spiritualityto oﬀer a
practical guidebook for living a masculine life of integrity, authenticity, and
freedom. Join this bestselling author and internationally renowned expert
on sexual spirituality for straightforward advice, empowering skills, body
practices, and more to help you realize a life of fulﬁllment, immediately
and without compromise. The Time Traveler's Wife Night Bookmobile Editions
A most untraditional love story, this is the celebrated tale of Henry
DeTamble, a dashing, adventuresome librarian who inadvertently travels
through time, and Clare Abshire, an artist whose life takes a natural
sequential course. Henry and Clare’s passionate aﬀair endures across a sea
of time and captures them in an impossibly romantic trap that tests the
strength of fate and basks in the bonds of love. “Niﬀenegger’s inventive
and poignant writing is well worth a trip” (Entertainment Weekly). The Big
Activity Book For Lesbian Couples Love Book LLC This activity book creates a
fun way to spend some time with your partner, Part of a great relationship
is learning about one another, sharing your thoughts, and doing fun
activities together. Whether you are just dating or have been married for
50 years, these fun games and drawing activities are sure to bring laughter
to your day! The Love Square HarperCollins UK ‘Joyful and romantic!’
COSMOPOLITAN ‘Full of delicious food, real kindness and sexy men...
what’s not to like?!’ BETH O’LEARY, bestselling author of The Flatshare
August Osage County ReadHowYouWant.com One of the most bracing and
critically acclaimed plays in recent Broadway history, August; Osage
County a portrait of the dysfunctional American family at its ﬁnest - and
absolute worst. When the patriarch of the Weston clan disappears one hot
summer night, the family reunites at the Oklahoma homestead, where
long-held secrets are unﬂinchingly and uproariously revealed. Good In Bed
Simon and Schuster From the bestselling author of In Her Shoes, All Fall
Down and the forthcoming novel Who Do You Love, Good in Bedis a funny
and tender story full of heart. Cannie Shapiro never wanted to be famous.
The smart, sharp, plus-sized reporter was perfectly happy writing about
other people's lives for her local newspaper. And for the past twenty-eight
years, things have been tripping along nicely for Cannie. Sure, her mother
has come charging out of the closet, and her father has long since dropped
out of her world. But she loves her job, her friends, her dog and her life.
She loves her apartment and her commodious, quilt-lined bed. She has
made a tenuous peace with her body and she even felt okay about ending
her relationship with her boyfriend Bruce. But now this... 'Loving a larger
woman is an act of courage in our world,' Bruce has written in a national
woman's magazine. And Cannie - who never knew that Bruce saw her as a
larger woman, or thought that loving her was an act of courage - is
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plunged into misery, and the most amazing year of her life. Out on Good
Behavior Frankie Bellisario knows she can get anyone she sets her sights
on, but just because she can doesn't mean she should-not when the person
she's eyeing is Samara Kazarian, the daughter of a southern Republican
mayor. No matter how badly Frankie wants to test her powers of
persuasion, even she recognizes some lines aren't meant to be crossed.
But when Frankie learns she's been on Samara's mind too, the idea of
hooking up with her grows too strong to resist. Only Sam's not looking for
a hookup; she wants-needs-the real thing, and she's afraid she'll never ﬁnd
it as long as Frankie's in her head. Forced to choose between her ﬁrst
relationship and losing the girl who's been clawing her way under her skin,
Frankie opts to try monogamy...under her own condition: 30 days of
keeping things on the down low and remaining abstinent. If she fails as
hard at girlfriending as she's afraid she might, she doesn't want to throw
Samara's life into upheaval for nothing. But when neither the month nor
Frankie's heart go according to plan, she may be the one stuck ﬁghting for
the happily ever after she never knew she wanted. The Brain That Changes
Itself Stories of Personal Triumph from the Frontiers of Brain Science
Penguin UK An introduction to the science of neuroplasticity recounts the
case stories of patients with mental limitations or brain damage whose
seemingly unalterable conditions were improved through treatments that
involved the thought re-alteration of brain structure. Revolutionary Road
Random House 'As brilliantly nuanced as Updike's Rabbit sequence, and as
sad as anything by Fitzgerald' Nick Hornby, Guardian This is the story of
Frank and April Wheeler, a bright, beautiful, and talented couple whose
empty suburban life is held together by the dream that greatness is only
just round the corner. With heart-breaking compassion and clarity, Richard
Yates shows how Frank and April mortgage their hopes and ideals,
betraying in the end not only each other, but their own best selves.
Rosaline Palmer Takes the Cake Forever Fans of Casey McQuiston, Christina
Lauren, and Abby Jimenez will love this scrumptious and sweet romantic
comedy from the "dizzyingly talented writer" of Boyfriend Material
(Entertainment Weekly) Publishers Weekly Summer Reads Top 10 Staﬀ
Picks Oprah Daily Most Anticipated Romance Novels of 2021 Buzzfeed
Must-Read Spring Romance Novels Goodreads Sexy Spring Romances
LGBTQ Reads: Most Anticipated Adult LGBTQAP Fiction 2021 We Are
Bookish: Spring Releases to Have on Your Radar Following the recipe is the
key to a successful bake. Rosaline Palmer has always lived by those
rules—well, except for when she dropped out of college to raise her
daughter, Amelie. Now, with a paycheck as useful as greaseproof paper
and a house crumbling faster than biscuits in tea, she’s teetering on the
edge of ﬁnancial disaster. But where there’s a whisk there’s a way . . . and
Rosaline has just landed a spot on the nation’s most beloved baking show.
Winning the prize money would give her daughter the life she
deserves—and Rosaline is determined to stick to the instructions. However,
more than collapsing triﬂes stand between Rosaline and sweet, sweet
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victory. Suave, well-educated, and parent-approved Alain Pope knows all
the right moves to sweep her oﬀ her feet, but it’s shy electrician Harry
Dobson who makes Rosaline question her long-held beliefs—about herself,
her family, and her desires. Rosaline fears falling for Harry is a guaranteed
recipe for disaster. Yet as the competition—and the ovens—heat up,
Rosaline starts to realize the most delicious bakes come from the heart. A
Little Life Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize 2015 Pan Macmillan
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF PICADOR BOOKS Shortlisted for the Booker
Prize 2015 Shortlisted for the Baileys Prize for Women’s Fiction 2016
Winner of Fiction of the Year at the British Book Awards 2016 Finalist for
the National Book Awards 2015 The million-copy bestseller, A Little Life by
Hanya Yanagihara is an immensely powerful and heartbreaking novel of
brotherly love and the limits of human endurance. When four graduates
from a small Massachusetts college move to New York to make their way,
they’re broke, adrift, and buoyed only by their friendship and ambition.
There is kind, handsome Willem, an aspiring actor; JB, a quick-witted,
sometimes cruel Brooklyn-born painter seeking entry to the art world;
Malcolm, a frustrated architect at a prominent ﬁrm; and withdrawn,
brilliant, enigmatic Jude, who serves as their centre of gravity. Over the
decades, their relationships deepen and darken, tinged by addiction,
success, and pride. Yet their greatest challenge, each comes to realize, is
Jude himself, by midlife a terrifyingly talented litigator yet an increasingly
broken man, his mind and body scarred by an unspeakable childhood, and
haunted by what he fears is a degree of trauma that he’ll not only be
unable to overcome – but that will deﬁne his life for ever. Part of the
Picador Collection, a new series showcasing the best of modern literature.
What a Tangled Web Bold Strokes Books Inc As winemaker at Tangle Valley
Vineyard, Madison LeGrange relies on science and logic to make the best
vintage possible. It’s also how she manages her life. But with her career in
its prime, her accountant thinks it’s time she diversiﬁes her income. Not a
problem because her favorite café, the Bacon and Biscuit, is up for sale.
What she didn’t plan on was the time she’d spend with Clementine, who
has her feeling anything but logical. Clementine Monroe loves her job
managing the Bacon and Biscuit Café. In fact, after escaping a diﬃcult
past, it’s all she has. When Clementine is oﬀered the opportunity to step
out from behind the counter and buy the place, her longtime dream is
about to come true. That is until it’s snatched out from under her by the
very same girl she crushed on in high school. Old habits are hard to break,
but Clementine has no plans to forgive Madison anytime soon. My Secret
Garden Women's Sexual Fantasies Rosetta Books The #1 New York
Times–bestselling author’s “groundbreaking” work on women’s sexual
fantasies (Publishers Weekly). First published in 1973, My Secret Garden
ignited a ﬁrestorm of reactions across the nation—from outrage to
enthusiastic support. Collected from detailed personal interviews with
hundreds of women from diverse backgrounds, this book presents a
bracingly honest account of women’s inner sexual fantasy lives. In its time,
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this book shattered taboos and opened up a conversation about the
landscape of feminine desire in a way that was unprecedented. Today, My
Secret Garden remains one of the most iconic works of feminist literature
of our time—and is still relevant to millions of women throughout the
world. “The author whose books about gender politics helped redeﬁne
American women’s sexuality.” —The New York Times The Mammoth Book
of Erotica This gathering of writings from well-known authors is a
celebration of sensual love from classic times to the present day.
Representing some of literature's brightest lights, this anthology aptly
fulﬁlls the many purposes of erotic writing. Included here are selections
from Anais Nin, Anne Rice, Pat Caliﬁa, Alice Joanou, and many others. Why
Does He Do That? Inside the Minds of Angry and Controlling Men Penguin In
this groundbreaking bestseller, Lundy Bancroft—a counselor who
specializes in working with abusive men—uses his knowledge about how
abusers think to help women recognize when they are being controlled or
devalued, and to ﬁnd ways to get free of an abusive relationship. He says
he loves you. So...why does he do that? You’ve asked yourself this
question again and again. Now you have the chance to see inside the
minds of angry and controlling men—and change your life. In Why Does He
Do That? you will learn about: • The early warning signs of abuse • The
nature of abusive thinking • Myths about abusers • Ten abusive
personality types • The role of drugs and alcohol • What you can ﬁx, and
what you can’t • And how to get out of an abusive relationship safely “This
is without a doubt the most informative and useful book yet written on the
subject of abusive men. Women who are armed with the insights found in
these pages will be on the road to recovering control of their lives.”—Jay G.
Silverman, Ph.D., Director, Violence Prevention Programs, Harvard School
of Public Health Starting from Scratch Love, Rosie (Where Rainbows End)
HarperCollins UK Also published as Where Rainbows End – now a major ﬁlm
as Love, Rosie. A story about love. And how life can get in the way...
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